Abstract-In order to research the sortie generation rate (SGR) of carrier-based aircrafts, an analytical method based on closed queueing network was put forward. A multi-class, multi-server non-preemptive (or Head of Line, HOL) closed queueing network model was analyzed. As the exact mathematical solution is not available, an approximate method based on reduced work-load assumption and mean value analysis (MVA) iteration was used to gain the performance of the network. As a result, this approximation method can provide the marginal distribution of customers at each service facility of the queueing network. Numerical results that show that the accuracy of the method is good was given.
I. INTRODUCTION
The sortie generation rate (SGR) of carrier-borne crafts is the key component of aircraft carrier's ability to project power against any enemy.In order to gain insight into SGR, queueing theory based on Fork-join closed queueing network have been used [1] .Share-service facilities closed queueing network has been also used to gain useful conclusion [2] .More over, analysts have historically employed simulation tools, such as LOCM, to analyses carrier-borne crafts' SGR [3] . Unfortunately, most methods were used to analyses the operational concepts that there is only one kind of aircrafts in the queueing network. To enhance the firepower capacity of an aircraft carrier, early-warning aircrafts will be launched, recovered, repaired and maintenanced in priority. This paper presents an analytical approach that produces excellent approximate results for a sortie generation system modeled as a multi-class multi-server non-preemptive closed queueing network and Fork-join nodes. However, the exact solution of this model is not available. Modified-vacation intervals theory was used to get approximate solution [4] . Mean value analysis (MVA) is the method which was used to solve multi-class priority open and closed queueing networks [5, 6, 7] . Reiser's work on analysis of Reduced-work rate assumption was proven as effective and accurate [8] . In order to gain the SGR of carrier-borne aircrafts, this paper put forward an approximation method based on reduced-work rate assumption, M/M/C non-preemptive queueing theory and Markov network queueing theory. The quality of the analytical approximation is demonstrated through comparision with simulation results.
II. SGR MODEL DISCRIPTION
A carrier-borne aircrafts' sortie generation system can be quite complex, a relatively simple queueing model can capture the fundamental process behavior. An aircraft is assumed to operate in a closed loop system and represented by customers of the queuing network and launching, sortie(flight), turnaround, recovery, repairing and maintaining can be represented by M index stations in a closed queueing network. Let R be the number of total classes in the network and let Class-0 have the highest priority while Class-R have the lowest priority. Let r N be the total number of class-r customers and 
III. APPROXIMATIONS FOR PRIORITY QUEUEING
NETWORK The idea of the method is to calculate the behaviors of each class of customers by using single-class mean value analysis theory. Assume that there are just class-r of customers in the system and other classes of customers can reduce the service rate of class-r customers. So, R equivalent single-class network should be analyzed. The service time and the waiting time caused by serving customers of other classes can be represented as exponentially distributed random variables. The service time will be determined by some assumptions in this paper.
A. The service time of the highest priority class
When a customer of the highest priority class proceeds to station m, it will be served immediately if there are idle servers, otherwise, it should await until any server in station m completes work. The mean proportion of servers which serves class-r at station m is
The mean time waiting for one server completing its work when all servers at station m are busy can be determined as
By applying Erlang-C formula, the probability that all servers at station m are busy when one class-r customer less can then be approximately computed as ( ) 0&
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To reduce the complexity of the algorithm, equation (3) calculates the probability that there is at least one idle server. And then, ( [ ]
B. The service time of lower priority classes
When any customer of class-r (class-0 is not included) proceeds to station m , it is necessary to wait for the customers with the same and even higher priority completing its service. When a customer of class-r waiting for service in the queue at station m, customers with higher priority can arrive and jump the queue (HOL customers). By taking the time waiting for customers of other classes into the service time of class-r, the modified service time of class-r can then be analyzed in 3 parts:
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Using (3), (5) and (6), the mean time waiting for all the customers with higher priority completing service can be given by The modified service time can be represented as Erlang-distributed random variables which have the mean value as the sum of exponentially distributed random variable [6, 10, 11] . the modified service time can be represented as exponentially distributed random variable with the same mean values with the whole delay time [6] .
C. Iteration algorithm
Because the number of HOL customers is determined by the waiting time of class-r and the throughputs of higher priority classes, it is not available. To gain the number of HOL customers, iteration algorithm is used. The population vector is N and drop the sign ( ) 
ALGORITHM:
Step1 Initialize: (4) or (9); Step3 The results of Step2 can be used in MVA method. 
D. Simulation of SGR queueing network
The approximate method (analytical method) in the previous section has been implemented on a personal computer with a Matlab environment. To check the results of analytical method, the closed queueing network is simulated by a Matlab program based on Moute Carlo method. Because of random variation in simulation output, multi replications are used to improve the accuracy. The 95% confidence interval widths for simulation results, such as queue length and throughput, are also given in Table 2 . The simulation analysis requires 11hours.
IV. EXAMPLE

A. Parameters of the model
Assume that 2 classes of aircrafts, early warning aircrafts and strickers, are operated on aircraft carrier, and the priority of early warning aircrafts is higher than that of strickers. The routine matrix P , the service rates of each server and the numbers of servers at each station can be given in Table 1 . Note that, station 2 and 8 are IS stations.
The routine matrix P is: . For class-0 and class-1, the marginal probability mr P , queueing length system mr L and the throughput mr λ can be calculated by the iteration algorithm presented in section 2.3. Table 2 shows the results and the percent errors of the analytical method and simulation. Table 2 shows the accuracy of analytical method is relatively good and the approximations are reasonable.
B. Analysis of the results
Most items in
1) Table2 shows most analytical method and simulation results for queueing length agree within 7%. The queue lengthes of early warning aircrafts are nearly the same accurate as strickers.
2) The throughputs: The throughputs of early warning aircrafts are more accurate than strickers. The values of strickers' throughputs are slightly higher than that gained by simulation. However, the analytical results are still relatively accurate, taking the random of simulation into consideration.
3) The cycle time of early warning aircrafts 4) The asymptotic sortie generation rate for early warning aircrafts is equal to 0 8 0.6487 λ = sorties per hour and 18 6.8618 λ = sortie per hour for strickers. 5) Figure2 shows the SGR for strickers rises to a peak and then falls down with the number of early warning aircrafts rising. When the number of early warning aircrafts is relatively large, the SGR of strickers falls down more rapidly.
In addition to analytical method and simulation results, Figure 2 displays analytical method and simulation results for utilizations. The utilizations for early warning aircrafts (Class 0) are small enough (the largest value is less than 12%). For strickers, the utilizations at repairing station (C 3 ) and maintenance station (C 4 ) are relatively high, while the utilizations at other stations are low. Thus, repairing and maintenance are the bottle neck of the whole system. 
V. CONCLUSION
To evaluate the sortie generation rate of carrier-borne aircrafts with different priorities, the sortie process is modeled as a closed network of multi-class multi-server nonpreemptive. The approximate analytical method in this paper offers an efficient way to obtain the mean performances of multi-class multi-server nonpreemptive closed queueing network. In just 0.5 second, results can be gained that would require more than 10 hours of running time in a simulation model. Simulation method provides results that shows the accuracy of analytical method is acceptable. It therefore can be a useful tool for calculating SGR of carrier-borne aircrafts.
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